Abstract. With the development of Information Technolo gy, distributed integrated system of PDM and CAPP has being focused on by many researchers. To enhance the security access control ability of the integrated PDM and CAPP system, an operational model based on attribute certificate with roles was made. It can prevent unknown entity from accessing to the product data in the integrated system. The function framework of security access control system was analyzed in detail. The function of fine-grained access control system was presented.
Introduction
With the development of modern manufacturing technology, Knowledge plays more and more important role in creating the product value. And knowledge innovation helps enterprise go ahead steadily. So many enterprises try their best to manage or to reuse knowledge of themselves and that of their allied partners with integrated PDM and CAPP system. But until now, the security mechanism of the integrated system is still not good enough. At present, Access control becomes one of the most important security tactics.
In integrated PDM and CAPP system, Access control is one mechanism governing the product information. According to the validation conclusion, the access requisition will be determined whether to be granted or not. To solve the problems of access control on the Web, Attribute Certificate (AC) of Privilege Management Infrastructure and Role based Access Control (RBAC) are proposed [1, 2] . AC has attribute information, such as permissions, roles, groups and so on [3] . But it does not have the public key of users. Compared with Discretionary Access Control and Mandatory Access Control, RBAC has been proven a simple, flexible and convenient method to manage the Web resources [4] . Under the support of RBAC technology, access control of application system was carried out with the users and their correlative roles. Based on RBAC, it is feasible to realize the fine-grained access control for the integrated PDM and CAPP system on the Web application layer. So RBAC not only lessens the complicity of authorization management, but also cuts down the system spending.
To keep data resources from being damaged, attacked and stolen, a fine-grained access control model for PDM and CAPP was set up. In integrated PDM and CAPP system, role and user are the basic data access units. The correlative roles of each legal user are assigned in the Role Assignment Server. These roles are digitally signified in AC. Its legality will be verified in the Web Server when it is used. If the validation was passed, the Web resources in integrated PDM and CAPP system access requirement will be granted.
Role Based Access Control
In the integrated PDM and CAPP system, the user (U), role (R) and permission (P) are described as respectively sets. RBAC [2] substitutes roles for user subject as critical factor to access the Web resources. Its resources management strategy is consistent with the enterprise organization. RBAC
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creates M:N relationship between user and role for assigning one or many roles to a user, showed in Eq.1. It establishes M:N relationship between role and privilege for assigning one or many privileges to a role, showed in Eq.2. RBAC makes a hierarchy relationship among roles for implementing hierarchy of roles, showed in Eq.3.
UA ⊆ U×R (1)
Attribute Certificate
In the facet of sensitive data access control on the Web, Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI) does better than Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [1] . The authorization management of the Integrated PDM and CAPP system is gained by the means of the AC mechanism of PMI. Attribute information is bound to the certificate's subject. The certificate is digitally signed and issued by an authority called attribute authority (AA). All the Attribute Certificates are managed in the same way as X.509 Public Key Certificates (PKC). AC owns just types of attribute information without public key. So only after the identity of user is authenticated by Public Key Certificates, the AC can be used in the access control. Different roles of a user are located in their respective Attribute Certificates. And Attribute Certificates are issued to the user. The basic Format of Attribute Certificate is showed in Fig.1 .
The Proposed Operational Model
Because of the roles variety and resources complexity, the access control oriented single-user on the Web Server cannot adapt to the PDM and CAPP integrated system. The problems for security access control of the data Resources in PDM and CAPP are mainly as follows.
(1) How to utilize the policies of access control to implement the security of access control of the Web Resources.
(2) How to assign the roles to user to carry out the management of authorization. (3) How to protect the information in the integrated PDM and CAPP system from the illegal access by unknown entity.
To settle these problems, we put forward an operational model of PDM and CAPP on the basis of the legal identity of user and the security connection. It applies the scenario integrated in Attribute Certificate and RBAC technology to figure out the problems of the Web Resources access control. Accordingly, the security access control of the PDM and CAPP Resources is received.
The proposed operational model based on AC is i llustrated in Fig.2 . It is composed of Client Browser, Web Server, PDM and CAPP data Server, Public Key Certificate Server, Source of Authority, Role Assignment Server and LDAP Server ( Light Directory Access Protocol). The function of each server is described as follows:
(1) Client Browser: It provides UI (User Interface) for clients to submit the requisition information of resources accessing to the Web Server.
(2) Web Server: Its main functions is composed of three parts, such as managing the requisition information submitted by clients, verifying clients' Public Key Certificate and Attribute Certificate 
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and authenticating client's identity and role. According to the result of authentication, the Web Server will give correct execution operation for access requisition clients. (3) PDM and CAPP data Server: The product data of enterprise is stored in PDM and CAPP data server. During the course of product design, user can refer the others similar product scheme and store his design outcomes.
(4) Public Key Certificate Server: It is responsibility for issuing PKC to the users.
(5) Source of Authority: It is the highest managerial organization of the data access control in Integrated PDM and CAPP system. It is responsibility for allocating privileges of the integrated system by the administrator. It can authorize AA to fulfill the assignment of the part of resources.
(6) Role Assignment Server: It issues AC with the role to a user in order to ensure that the user is a legal owner of the role.
(7) LDAP Server: All users' Attribute Certificates and their Revocation Lists are stored in the LDAP Server. When Web Server receives the command of Attribute Certificates requirement, it will read the correlative information from LDAP Server.
When the Web server receives an access requisition from a user, a Security Socket Layer secure connection will be set up with some of certain encryption arithmetic to ensure the secrecy, the integrality and reliability of connections between the user and the Web server. At the same time, the Web server gains the PKC of the user from User Browser, and the user identity is authenticated by the PKC. After the user's identity is verified, the user gains the legal ways to land the Web server. According to the legal user's identity from the Web server and the user's role in Role Database, AA issues the user's AC with the correlative role. Meanwhile, the AC is stored in LDAP server. Furthermore, the Web server searches the AC from the LDAP server. If success, it picks up and verifies the AC in order to affirm the validity of the role in the AC. Finally, the model queries the corresponding privileges according to the role-privilege list and accesses the PDM and CAPP data server.
RBAC applies user, role, group and privilege to execute authorizatio n management for the data access of the integrated PDM and CAPP system, while AC ensures that the roles owned by users are legal. Based on RBAC and AC, the fine-grained access control of PDM and CAPP is composed of three function modules, such as the privilege assignment, the role access control and the secure connection. With the privilege assignment module, users, roles, groups and privilege lists can be defined. One user's privileges can be assigned respectively in three layers of user, role and group, showed in Fig.3 . Besides the hierarchy privilege from the role and the group, his privilege includes the custom assignment to realize the fine-grained access control. According to the identity information authenticated by the user's PKC, the role access control module verifies the role of the subject accorded with the Public Key Certificates' and realizes the role based authorization access control with RBAC model. The secure connection module carries on the handshake protocol between the User Browser and the Web Server, or between the LDAP Server and the Web Server. Afterwards, encryption and integrality checkout are operated before communications. 
Conclusions
The definition of a fine-grained access control mechanism for protecting data of the integrated PDM and CAPP system becomes an important research field. With RBAC and Attribute Certificate mechanism of Privilege Management Infrastructure, A fine-grained access control model of integrated PDM and CAPP system was purposed. The composition and implementation process of the security access control was analyzed in detail. Accordingly, the functional modules of the model are described. It provides a new idea for software security access control. After all, it is an immensely systematic engineering involved ma ny different factors, such as hardware, software and so on. There are still many other works need to be studied including the integration with other security policies and the access control efficiency. 
